Counting Tips
- Ensure bills are neatly stacked and aligned.
- Place bills on hopper while facing the screen and controls.
- When counting mixed bills, place smaller denominations in the middle of the stack.
- Wrinkled or worn bills may not feed properly.
- In the event of an error, recount the bills.

Mix mode:
- In this mode, all bills are counted at once. Bills can be counted of any denomination. The total number and total value will be displayed on the LCD.
- If a banknote of different denomination is mixed in the stack, the machine will stop. Separate the last bill from the stack and press reset to continue the count.

Sort mode:
- In this mode, each successive stack of bills (mixed or sorted) is added to the total count. The total can be cleared by pressing the CLR button.

Modes
- ADD mode:
  - In this mode, each successive stack of bills (mixed or sorted) is added to the total count. The total can be cleared by pressing the CLR button.
- Batch mode:
  - Use this mode to count banknotes into batches. Reset batches by pressing the CLR button.

Troubleshooting
- Counterfeit or suspicious bill: Remove top bill from stacker. Press CLEAR to continue the count.
- Halff or incomplete note: Remove top bill from stacker. Press CLEAR to continue the count.
- Banknote till: Remove top bill from stacker. Press CLEAR to continue the count.
- Banknotes are overlapped: Remove top bill from stacker. Press CLEAR to retry the count.
- Turn unit off
- Open unit by lifting tab
- Clean with soft brush or compressed air
- Close unit
- Turn unit on
- Retry count
- Reset to factory setting
- Connect Cassida technical support: www.cassidausa.com/support.html
QUICK START GUIDE

Thank you for purchasing the Cassida Cube. This compact value counter quickly and effectively counts and sorts mixed bills.

For more detailed information, consult your user's guide.

For technical support, go to www.cassidausa.com/support.html